
How Do WDBX Listeners Access the WDBX Broadcast? 
 

The direct answer to this question is: ANYWAY THEY CAN, AS OFTEN AS THEY CAN. 
 

Survey conducted by Brent Ritzel (Barnaby Biomass on the Greenhouse Rebellion radio show) – ThoughtAboutIt.net
              

 
This survey would not have been possible 

without the quick and honest response of more 
than 96 WDBX listeners (28% of whom are 
WDBX DJs), a sample size of which gives this 
study a 10% margin of error. As there is an array 
of legitimate biases associated with this effort, I 
prefer to see these results as a first step in getting 
everyone at WDBX on the same page regarding 
accurately portraying the incredibly central role 
that the livestream plays in providing listeners 
access to our broadcasts & delivering our product. 
 The results of this survey indicate that 
41.3% (+10%) of all WDBX listening time was 
accessed via Internet, and that 73.3% of WDBX 
listeners utilize the Internet regularly to access our 
broadcasts. These results are reinforced by peer 
reviewed studies that have been tracking shifts in 
radio broadcast listener habits and listening 
patterns over the past several years. According to 
research produced by Pew Research Center and 
others, 53% of Americans 12 years of age or older 
listened to radio online in the past month in 2015. 
For those that listen to online radio, 73% listened 
via smart phones in the last week, and 61% 
listened via desktop/laptop in last week in 2014. Additionally, 
35% of U.S. adult cell phone owners have listened to online 
radio in the car in 2015, a number that was just 17% in 
January 2012 (www.journalism.org/2015/04/29/audio-fact-
sheet/, www.stateofthemedia.org/2013/audio-digital-drives-
listener-experience/audio-by-the-numbers/). 
 
 

 
 

 
The Role of the Internet in WDBX Listeners Accessing the 
WDBX Broadcast 
 Eliminating the distribution channels through which 
WDBX listeners access more than two-fifths of their listening 
time has likely lowered overall listenership by two-fifths, if 
not more, as half the opportunities (home computer, smart 
phone and work computer) for manifesting a continuous 
listening experience have been discontinued. 

A key component in maintaining listenership is 
continuity, giving the listening audience as many avenues to 
access WDBX as possible, so that they never have to stop 
listening to WDBX. Shutting down the live stream has 
eliminated the 2nd, 4th and 5th most popular methods for 
listeners to access WDBX, which are home computer, smart 
phone and work computer, respectively (car radio is the number 
one way overall that WDBX listeners access our station). The 
reality of a bad terrestrial radio signal was also spontaneously 
brought up on many surveys, and was frequently indicated as 
the cause of greater Internet utilization in accessing WDBX. 
Most people who utilize the webstream do so because it is their 
only means of accessing WDBX in their given situation. 
 
Why Folks Utilize Internet Broadcast? 

Beyond just being distribution channels of choice for 
many listeners (home/laptop computer, smart phone/tablet, 
work computer), a significant number of listeners have had to 
utilize Internet access to the station because: 1) the terrestrial 
radio was too weak or had too much static within the 
broadcast area, 2) they live outside the broadcast area, 3) they 
didn’t own a radio.  



 
General WDBX Distribution Channels 
85.3% (6 out of 7) of listeners utilize radio (car, home, work 
and mobile combined) to access WDBX for a total of 58.7% 
of all listener time. 
73.3% (3 out of 4) of listeners utilize the Internet (home 
computer, smart phone and work computer combined) to 
access WDBX for a total of 41.3% of all listener time. 
 
 
Specific WDBX Distribution Channels (in order of 
popularity/usage): 
81.3% (4 out of 5) of listeners utilize their car radio to access 
WDBX for a total of 40.2% of all listener time. 
50.7% (half) of listeners utilize their home computer/laptop 
to access WDBX for a total of 23.4% of all listener time. 
42.7% (2 out of 5) of listeners utilize their home radio to 
access WDBX for a total of 14.4% of all listener time. 
34.7% (one-third) of listeners utilize their smart phone/tablet 
to access WDBX for a total of 12.4% of all listener time. 
23.6% (one-quarter) of listeners utilize their work computer 
to access WDBX for a total of 5.5% of all listener time. 
9.3% (1 out of 11) of listeners utilize their work radio to 
access WDBX for a total of 3.7% of all 
listener time. 
5.3% (1 out of 19) of listeners utilize 
radio on a mobile device to access 
WDBX for a total of 0.3% of all listener 
time. 
 
 
Impact of Shutting Down the WDBX 
Livestream 

By shutting down the livestream, 
WDBX did not simply lose 41.3% of all 
listeners, rather the means (distribution 
channels) through which WDBX listeners 
accessed our broadcast 41.3% of the time 
is no longer available to them. 73.3% of 
all WDBX listeners utilized the Internet at 
some point in their regular routine to 
access our broadcast. 85.3% of all 

WDBX listeners utilize radio at some point in their regular 
routine to access our broadcast. The 26.7% of WDBX listeners 
that tune-in only via radio probably did not notice elimination 
of the livestream at all. However the 14.7% of WDBX 
listeners that accessed WDBX only via the Internet are now 
lost to us, as they had no warning of the livestream’s 
discontinuation. The remaining 58.67% (three-fifths) of 
WDBX listeners that utilized both radio and Internet to access 
WDBX have had their listener access diminished by nearly 
half, an average of 44.33% per listener.  
 
Cost of Providing Webstream Vs. Cost of Providing 
Terrestrial Radio Signal 

As it currently stands, the annual cost of Internet live 
streaming of WDBX stands around $4,000 all costs 
considered. Given that the station’s annual budget stands at 
$100,000, that would mean that Terrestrial radio operations 
stand around $96,000. Now if 4% of WDBX listenership is 
through the Internet, and 96% is through terrestrial radio, then 
it would be a draw, the Customer Acquisition Cost would be 
exactly the same for each medium: $4000 to acquire 4% of the 
listeners via the Internet, and $96,000 to acquire 96% of the 
listeners via the terrestrial radio. Likewise, if WDBX Internet-
based listenership were less than 4% of our total listenership, 
then WDBX could save money by eliminating the live stream. 
However, if WDBX Internet-based listenership were greater 
than 4% of our total listenership, then WDBX could 
potentially face an overall fiscal loss by eliminating the live 
stream, eliminating the station’s most cost effective means of 
listenership, depending upon exactly how much folks do 
indeed access WDBX via the Internet. In this case, the survey 
indicates that it is 73.3% (+10%) of the listeners accounting 
for 41.3% (+10%) of the listener time, a catastrophic loss. 
 
Customer Acquisition Cost 

The reason for this can best be understood through 
the Customer Acquisition Cost, whose ratio between Internet 
and terrestrial radio utilization can readily be determined by 
the data we have at hand (annual budget and relative listening 
time for each distribution channel). For example, using a 40% 
Internet / 60% Terrestrial Radio listening mix, we can 
determine that it costs 16 times less to acquire an Internet 
listener than a Terrestrial Radio listener. 
 


